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TOPICS INCLUDED IN DAILY PRACTICE UPDATE (n = 10)
Patient Safety
Alert
Mitigate delays
in care with
effective team
communication
Place scanned
images in
chartlet

Reminder to follow-up with effective verbal communication (talk directly to the other person/team) for
urgent/STAT orders and coordinated care practices (transfers, discharges, consultant
recommendations, etc.) rather than relying on system alerts.

Only text is to be inputted into dynamic documentation.
Documenting images, pictures, or other visuals should continue to be placed in the patient’s chartlet.
Scanning images into the system is not currently supported and causes multiple downstream issues,
such as Excelleris distribution failures.

Share your
Patient List

How to grant a proxy to your Patient List:
 In some circumstances, you may want to share the patient list (e.g. custom patient list,
relationship list, etc.) with another care team member who may require access to the same
patient list.
 If you are going away, you should also set up a proxy so that important information in our
message center is not missed, such as abnormal lab results.
 Granting proxy to a patient list applies not only to providers, but also to other clinicians if
needed.
See CST Cerner Help: Grant Proxy, Activate Proxy, Remove Proxy

Document and
Place Orders in
the Right
Encounter

Ensure you are documenting and placing orders in the correct patient encounter by double checking
you are in the new CST Cerner chart (visible in Launchpad) and on the correct encounter type (visible in
banner bar):
 New CST Cerner vs Old (Legacy) CW Cerner:
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Encounter type:
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Deceased
patients:
Change in
Encounter

Deceased patient’s bodies are now tracked through the morgue and require a new Encounter:
 When a patient passes away, their active encounter must be discharged as soon as possible,
including placing a Patient Deceased Order, which communicates to downstream systems that
the patient has deceased and no longer requires service.
 When a patient passes away, the Provider must place an appropriate Patient Deceased order.
This triggers the downstream workflow processes required for clerical or nursing to discharge
the encounter and create an appropriate Deceased Registration encounter.
 The Provider must also document Discharge
Diagnosis, Expiration Record, and Discharge
Summary.

See additional required steps for Providers for this
workflow process in CST Cerner Help
Manage Your
Messages

Check your Message Centre inbox at least daily to co-sign any orders or documentation, review
messages, and review diagnostic test results.
The Inbox Summary provides you with a quick view of all of the items in your Inbox.
See CST Cerner Help: Message Centre Overview
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How to refer to
CST-Live Clinics

There are only two ways to get a referral to a Clinic that is live on CST Cerner:
1. Via CST Cerner orders (e.g., Referral to Outpatient BCH ENT or Referral to Outpatient BCH
Respirology): Ensure you complete the mandatory (yellow) fields and complete any steps in
order reference text popups.
2. Via the clinic’s Fax: Referrals received via fax will be managed electronically by the clinic clerical
and clinical staff, including the triage.
3. For accurate clinic fax numbers, refer to the BC Children’s and BC Women’s websites.
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DO NOT RELY on sending a copy of a clinical note to a clinician as the means to place a referral
request. This does not replace the current referral triage workflow in those clinics that are live on CST
Cerner.
See Split Activation resources:
 Split Activation: What you need to know
 List of Clinics going live with acute care
 CST Cerner Help – Order Referrals & Consults
Set up “out of
office” in
Message
Centre

Set up your Message Centre to manage your work when you are out of the office.

See CST Cerner Help: Manage Out of Office in Message Centre
Ordering Labs:
Unit Collect or
Lab Collect

When ordering labs, specify whether the blood draw is to be collected by the staff on the unit or by the
phlebotomist:
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Unit collect means the bedside nurse collects the blood (e.g., from a central line, IV start).
Lab collect means the lab phlebotomist comes to do a peripheral draw.
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ARO Swabbing

All lab orders include an order detail fiend for “unit collect- yes or no”
Review this field and ensure appropriate collection detail has been selected when ordering
blood draws to prevent extra blood draws.

When the infectious disease screening is completed via the infectious disease screening PowerForm, and
there are other risk factors noted, then the appropriate ARO swabs will be triggered.
It is not necessary to swab for a known ARO, but it is still necessary to swab for a different ARO if there
are risk factors.
For example: Patient has MRSA Disease Alert – there is no need to swab for MRSA. However, this
patient had health care outside of Canada within the last 12 months and therefore needs to be
swabbed for CPO and VRE.
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